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“Not so good, still a soldier, but I haven’t been in the heavenly realm long.”

“Then why do you have the space to come to us this time.”

“Haha, the barracks are on vacation for half a year, and we just finished a war.”

“What great war.”

“It’s going to the Southern Zhanbe Continent to annihilate the Old Demon of Heaven, the Immortal
Court sent fifty thousand heavenly soldiers, and in the end, more than thirty thousand heavenly
soldiers died.”

“Ah, so dangerous.”Everyone looked at Omi worriedly.

“Why are you looking at me like that, I’ve come back alive, haven’t I.”

“But, you were lucky this time, what if next time, how come it’s so dangerous to be a celestial soldier,
Omi, I think it’s better to leave quickly, don’t be a celestial soldier, the world is so big anyway, you can
do anything ah.We are doing business in the Academy of Immortals, isn’t it good for the family to be
happy.”

“That’s right, we’ve already become immortal, why fight so hard, we have such a long life anyway, it’s
time to have a good time.After we graduate from the Academy of Immortality, we’ll go back home to
Upper Fife, build a big house, or build a kingdom, be a king and live a small life how nice.”Yun Zi said.

Omi laughed, “How can a fish that has been to the sea still go back to the creek, how can I, Omi, be so
aspirational.”
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“Alright, I’m here today, looking for everyone to get together, don’t talk to me so much, after eating
and drinking well, I’ll also take the opportunity to refine some immortal pills for you, I was in the
Immortal Realm earlier and procured some immortal crystals, so I can refine them properly.”

“Cheers.”

After a few cups of wine were consumed, Tang Huan asked, “Right, Omi, why didn’t your wife come
with you?”

Omi gave Tang Huan a blank look, “You’re into it, what my wife, isn’t she your mother ah.”

“Omi, I don’t have this relationship with her anymore, and, in my previous life, I wasn’t her daughter.”

“Why do you say that?”



“There’s something I was just about to tell you, not long ago, I sent someone to investigate and I found
the fellow who entered the Immortal Academy with Li Changting back then.”

“And then what happened?”

“That hometown knows quite a bit about what happened with Li Changting and Ding Lan back then.I
won’t tell you that much now, but if you’re interested, I’ll take you to Li Changting’s hometown some
day.He’s still at the Immortal Academy, but he’s about to graduate.”

“Good.”

Omi also wanted to clarify, after all, it was related to Tang Huan’s previous life and Ding Lan, whether
it was mother and daughter or not, if it wasn’t mother and daughter, then Omi would accept Ding Lan,
if it was mother and daughter, Omi would maintain the fake husband and wife relationship.

After the dinner, Tang Huan asked Omi to take him to find Li Changting’s hometown.

In the spell department, a certain spell class, he found Li Changting’s hometown.

“Hello, Omi, I’m Li Yuehua.”A woman came out.

“You’re Li Changting’s hometown?”

“Yes, Li Changting and I came from the same place, we both have the surname Li, however, Li
Changting was a genius back then while I was more average, so my relationship with Li Changting was
also average, now, I’m about to graduate, hehe.”

Tang Huan said, “It’s only been over ten million years since you entered the Immortal Academy, you’ve
already reached the graduation requirements, you’re already good enough.”

“Which is not which.”

Omi said, “Li Yuehua, how much do you know about Li Changting?”

“This

One, how can I put it, depending on what you want to ask me, I know the basics, I’ve been approached
before, but, I firmly refused to admit that I knew Li Changting, because I was afraid back then, in case I
was implicated by Li Changting and expelled from the Academy of Immortality.But now that I’m about
to graduate, it doesn’t matter, a few days ago, Miss Tang Huan sent someone to find me.”

“Let me just ask you one thing, back then, Li Changting, hugged a child to find Ding Lan and lied to
Ding Lan that it was his and Ding Lan’s crystallization, do you know about this?”

“Of course I know, but Li Changting is lying to Miss Dinglan, because that child, I helped Li Changting
get it.”

“You?”

“Yes, Li Changting knew that one of my sisters was pregnant, exactly two months or so, but didn’t
want that child, so he found me and asked me to convince that sister of mine to give birth, on the
condition that Li Changting gave her one hundred cents, my sister agreed, so there was a baby girl left,
after that, Li Changting carried that baby girl to Dinglan.It’s just that, I didn’t expect things to be so
serious, Ding Lan was actually the dean’s daughter, knowing these things, my sisters and I were both



shocked, from then on we would never admit to knowing Li Changting for fear of catching fire, after
that Li Changting also died, no one mentioned this matter.”

“Understood.”

Omi said to Tang Huan, “It seems that your mother in your previous life was the sister of this Li
Yuehua.”

Tang Huan nodded, “Well, I’ve already met my mother from my previous life, but I didn’t meet her, it
was a previous life after all.”

“Alright, let’s go back then.”

Omi and Tang Huan walked away.

At this moment, the mustard within Omi was gone, Ding Lan had nothing to do with Tang Huan’s past
life, not even half a hair.

Tang Huan asked, “Now, what are you going to do?”

“What else can I do, they’re already married, after that, naturally, I’ll let her turn straight, from fake to
real, hahaha.”

“I also hope you can give her happiness, anyway, I call her auntie now.”

“Sure, I’ll make her s*xually happy.”

“Don’t be disingenuous.”

A few days later.

In the heavenly realm, Ding’s Immortal Mansion.

“Master Immortal, it’s not good.”

“What’s happened?”

“Miss Dinglan she, she.”

“What’s wrong with her?”

“She’s gone and left a letter behind, take a look.”

Ding Cangdun was busy opening the letter.

On top of the letter, it read, “Father, I’m sorry, my daughter is unfilial, this life has not brought you any
glory, only endless shame.I think it’s time for me to leave, I’m going to the South China Sea, the South
China Sea divine Nun, I need a few devotees, so I’ve decided, Dad, take care, also, help me to speak to
Omi, let her marry Ding Huan, Ding Huan is your granddaughter, so that Omi is still our Ding Clan’s
son-in-law.I’m leaving, don’t mind.”

“This.”Ding Cang Vault was startled, where is this with where, Omi and Ding Lan, how did they get to
this point.



After Ding Cang Vault’s men saw the letter, they sighed, “When they recruited Omi as their son-in-law,
Omi and Miss Ding Lan were unwilling, you forced them and locked them up, it seems, it’s really in line
with the saying, a strong twisted melon is not sweet.”

Ding Cangdome was depressed, “But, she can’t be so impulsive, she can’t go to the South Sea to
become a fairy nun ah, that South Sea divine nun, with her supernatural powers, even the Immortal
Emperor wouldn’t dare to offend her, once she becomes a virgin under her throne, she’ll never get out
of it in this life.”

“Brother, then I’ll go after her right away, hopefully I’ll be able to catch up.”
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